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INTRODUCTION

Global Meat  
Market Updates

High feeds due to global supply shortage directly affect the livestock and 
poultry industry. Animal feed makes up 60% of the production costs of poultry. 
Meanwhile, there’s uncertainty with the high inflation which led consumers to 
tighten their spending and seek alternative low-cost protein sources. In such 
a fast-moving market, dynamics in the meat market situation will affect the 
price in both export and import markets.

Stakeholders must adapt and adjust to the situation ensuring that they have a 
clearer picture of what moves markets, and reveal general trends in world 
trade and their impact on specific markets.

WHITE PAPER, NOVEMBER 2022
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KEY TAKEAWAYS

The avian flu outbreak in H1 of 2022 resulted in the reduction of chicken and 
duck meat production in France. Consequently, the price of chicken and duck 
in France hit record highs in April and June 2022. To fill the gap in supply, 
France increased the imported supplies of chicken and duck, leading prices to 
decline in September 2022.

The high purchasing power of Brazilian chicken in the global market led the 
price to increase. Brazilian chicken is capable of taking advantage of the avian 
flu in the Northern Hemisphere and the conflict in Ukraine. The disease 
decreased the EU’s chicken exports and supply, while the war in Ukraine 
decreased Ukraine’s exports on the international market.

High demand for Brazilian beef in the global market led to the price increase.  
Brazil is able to provide large quantities of top-quality beef at a competitive 
price and continues to increase supply to Asian markets.

Key Takeaways
The increased price of pork as a result of high demand during the holiday 
season and the high cost of feed in China. The Chinese Government purchased 
pork to maintain the reserve supply and also put pressure on pork prices. 
Spanish lamb producers are struggling to deal with the effects of the drought 
coupled with rising production costs that drove up the price of lamb.

Spanish lamb producers are struggling to deal with the effects of the drought 
coupled with rising production costs that drove up the price of lamb.
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HEADLINES

High Imports of Supply to Subdue Record High Prices of Chicken 
and Ducks Due to Avian Flu Outbreaks in France01
The wholesale chicken price in France has dropped to USD 2.45/kg, a 2% MoM decrease in 
September 2022. It shows the same trend with the wholesale price of duck meat at USD 5.09/kg, 
down 3% MoM. This is owing to the higher imports supply of chicken and duck meat in France.

The wholesale price of chicken in Brazil increased to USD 1.93/kg in September 2022, an 18% MoM 
price increase.

The wholesale price of Brazilian beef increased to USD 7.28/kg in September 2022,  
an increase of 4% MoM.

Significant Growth  
of Brazilian Chicken Exports

High Demand for Brazilian Beef Lead  
the Price to Increase

02

03
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HEADLINES

The wholesale price of lamb in Spain increased to USD 15.41/kg, up by 41% MoM  
in September 2022.

Production Costs Lead Price of Spanish Lamb 
to Increase05

The wholesale price of pork in China hiked up to USD 4.42/kg, a rise of 4% MoM 
 in September 2022.

Market Situation  
on Chinese Pork04
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LOCAL NEWS

France: Professionals Face Rising Production 
and Import Costs in The Poultry Market
In the first six months of 2022, there were 1,400 avian flu outbreaks in France.  
In collaboration with local government agencies and veterinarians, all 
professionals (breeders, production companies, feed producers, 
slaughterhouses, hatcheries, and processing businesses) have mobilized to 
limit the virus’s spread. Twenty million poultry, including 12 million meat birds, 
were destroyed out as a result of avian flu.

The industry predicts that overall, French poultry production would decrease 
by -9.7% in 2022 compared to 2021. The most impacted products by this drop 
should be roasting ducks (-30.3%), guinea fowl (-18, 6%), and turkeys (-17.7%). 
The annual drop in French chicken output decreased by 3.3%. Soaring 
production costs and low production due to avian flu led France to increase 
imported poultry.

Image courtesy of tridge.com

Image courtesy of agro-media.fr

https://www.tridge.com/news/poultry-market-professionals-face-rising-productio
https://www.agro-media.fr/analyse/marche-de-la-volaille-les-professionnels-confrontes-a-la-hausse-des-couts-de-production-et-de-limportation-54776.html
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LOCAL NEWS

Brazil: Export Volume of Beef Reaches a Record 
with 203.2 Thousand Tons in August
The Secretary of Foreign Trade (Secex) announced that 203.2 thousand tons 
of fresh, chilled, and frozen beef were shipped within 23 working days during 
the month of August, setting a new record.

It is recorded that in August 2022, Brazil exported beef increased by 11.89% 
YoY from 181.6 thousand tons in August 2021. Compared to July 2022, Brazilian 
beef exports increased by 21.53% MoM from 167.2 thousand tons.

The largest export volume was driven by increased export to China. Chinese 
customers typically increase their volume purchases at this time of year in 
order to stock up for the upcoming Lunar holiday. 

Image courtesy of tridge.com

Image courtesy of noticiasagricolas.com.br

https://www.tridge.com/news/export-volume-of-beef-reaches-record-with-2032-tho
https://www.noticiasagricolas.com.br/noticias/boi/326330-volume-exportado-de-carne-bovina-atinge-recorde-com-203-2-mil-toneladas-em-agosto-22.html#.Y3Wa_OxBwUE
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HOW TRIDGE CAN HELP YOU

Tridge provides accurate, independent, and transparent wholesale prices for 
any agricultural industry products.  The prices are sourced via robust 
methodology, including industry expert consultation, big data processing, and 
robust quality assurance procedures. As a result, producers and traders of 
related products can use price data as objective market indicators and help 
them identify key trends.

In addition to understanding the market landscape with our export/import 
data, Tridge’s domestic wholesale prices can give you up-to-date trends and 
implications. Seasonality data give you additional insight to get a better 
understanding of the specific market. Our price curations are updated daily or 
weekly and span multiple years. Use our price data, trade data, production 
data, seasonality data, and weather data as objective market indicators and 
identify key trends.

Tridge tracks products price and updates weekly.

How Tridge Can Help You

https://www.tridge.com/prices
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01. HIGH IMPORTS OF SUPPLY TO SUBDUE RECORD HIGH PRICES OF CHICKEN AND DUCKS 
DUE TO AVIAN FLU OUTBREAKS IN FRANCE

01. High Imports of Supply to Subdue Record 
High Prices of Chicken and Ducks Due to Avian 
Flu Outbreaks in France
In the first half of 2022, France recorded 1,400 outbreaks of avian flu 
concentrated in northern and southern France which affected the poultry 
industry, including chicken and ducks. To reduce the spread of the virus, the 
government implemented several measures such as the preventative slaughter 
of poultry that existed around the identified location, disinfection, and 
regulation of the movements of poultry.

The avian flu outbreak resulted in the reduction of chicken and duck meat 
output in France. It has been estimated that French chicken and duck meat 
production decreased by 3.3% YoY and 30% YoY, respectively in 2022. Lesser 
supply led the wholesale price of chicken in France to increase to the highest 
value in 2022 reaching USD 2.69 in April 2022, a rise of 4% MoM. While the 
wholesale price of duck meat in France recorded an upward trend and stood 
at the highest value of USD 5.45/kg in June-22, an increase of 3% MoM. Chart 1. Wholesale Prices Trends of Chicken and Duck Meat in France

https://www.tridge.com/prices/chart?from=2021-09-19&to=2022-09-19&period=m&currency=USD&unit=kg&annotations=insight%2Carticle&entries=106480918%2C106483042%2CNaN&isCustomTimeRangeOpen=false&isSaveModalOpen=false&isEntrySearchModalOpen=false&estimationPriceIncluded=true
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Chart 3. Top Importers of Duck Meat in 2021

France is the world’s largest importer of duck meat worth USD 71 million in 
value in 2021.

While France is also known as the 8th largest importer of chicken amounting 
to USD 330.2 million and Poland makes up 39% of France’s chicken imports in 
2021. 

01. HIGH IMPORTS OF SUPPLY TO SUBDUE RECORD HIGH PRICES OF CHICKEN AND DUCKS 
DUE TO AVIAN FLU OUTBREAKS IN FRANCE

https://www.tridge.com/intelligences/duck-meat/import
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Soaring production costs such as animal feed which makes up over 60% of the 
production cost of poultry coupled with the lesser supply due to avian flu 
outbreaks put pressure on the poultry industry in France.

To fill the gap in the domestic supply and soaring production costs,  France 
increased chicken imports by 6% YoY to 91,601 mt in the first seven months of 
2022. 

Chart 3. Trade Flows of French Duck Imports in 2021

01. HIGH IMPORTS OF SUPPLY TO SUBDUE RECORD HIGH PRICES OF CHICKEN AND DUCKS 
DUE TO AVIAN FLU OUTBREAKS IN FRANCE

https://www.tridge.com/trades/data?code=020745&reporter=FR&partner=WL&flow=i&classification=HS2012
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Out of the number, France imported 34,175 mt of chicken from Poland, a 19% 
YoY increase. French duck meat imports also increased by 12% YoY to 6,467 
mt in the first seven months of 2022. 

Chart 4. Top Importers of Chicken in 2021

01. HIGH IMPORTS OF SUPPLY TO SUBDUE RECORD HIGH PRICES OF CHICKEN AND DUCKS 
DUE TO AVIAN FLU OUTBREAKS IN FRANCE

https://www.tridge.com/intelligences/fresh-chicken-meat/import
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The higher imported of chicken and duck meat in France resulted in the 
wholesale poultry prices in France declining to USD 2.45/kg, down by 2% MoM 
for chicken in September 2022 and USD 5.09/kg, a decrease of 3% MoM for 
duck meat in the same time period reflected in Chart 1. 

Chart 5. Trade Flows of French Chicken Imports in 2021

01. HIGH IMPORTS OF SUPPLY TO SUBDUE RECORD HIGH PRICES OF CHICKEN AND DUCKS 
DUE TO AVIAN FLU OUTBREAKS IN FRANCE

https://www.tridge.com/trades/data?code=020714&reporter=FR&partner=WL&flow=i&classification=HS2012
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02. SIGNIFICANT GROWTH OF BRAZILIAN CHICKEN EXPORTS

Chart 6. Top Exporters of Chicken in 2021

02. Significant Growth of Brazilian Chicken 
Exports
Brazil is the world’s largest exporter of chicken. In 2021, its exports amounted 
to USD 5.26 billion mainly supplying to China, Japan, and the United Arab 
Emirates. Despite a decrease in Chinese imports of Brazilian chicken in 2022, 
it was offset by other importing markets that have seen significant growth 
such as Saudi Arabia, United Arab Emirates, and Qatar.

https://www.tridge.com/intelligences/fresh-chicken-meat/export
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02. SIGNIFICANT GROWTH OF BRAZILIAN CHICKEN EXPORTS

Chart 7.  Trade Flows of Brazilian Chicken Exports in 2014 - 2021

In the case of middle-east markets, in order to meet the quality standards,  
Brazilian poultry production must receive the so-called Halal certification, 
which is obtained by auditing the slaughter process and having it examined by 
middle-eastern chambers in Brazil. This demonstrates that there are still 
numerous opportunities for Brazilian protein to expand into other markets, 
particularly in Muslim countries.

https://www.tridge.com/trades/data?code=020714&reporter=BR&partner=WL&flow=e&classification=HS2012
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02. SIGNIFICANT GROWTH OF BRAZILIAN CHICKEN EXPORTS

Chart 8.  The Wholesale Price of Brazilian Chicken

The high purchasing power of Brazilian chicken in the global market drove up 
the price. Brazil is good at seizing the opportunities generated by the outbreak 
of avian flu in the Northern Hemisphere and the war in Ukraine. The disease 
reduced Europe’s supply and exports, and the war took Ukraine and reduced 
its export in the global market. In addition, diverse markets also give benefit 
Brazil to increase chicken imports to the middle-east countries. In Chart 8, the 
wholesale price of chicken in Brazil had seen an upward trend from the 
beginning of 2022 and had increased to USD 1.93/kg in September 2022, an 
18% MoM price increase.

In the first seven months of 2022, Qatar, a significant growing market for 
Brazilian chicken, imported 24,186 mt worth USD 48 million, a rise of 123% YoY 
in value and 89% YoY in volume. It is worth noting that Qatar, the host of the 
World Cup of 2022 has to boost chicken imports to ensure food supply for the 
ongoing event conducted in Qatar.

https://www.tridge.com/prices/chart?from=2021-09-19&to=2022-09-19&period=m&currency=USD&unit=kg&annotations=insight%2Carticle&entries=40858482&isCustomTimeRangeOpen=false&isSaveModalOpen=false&isEntrySearchModalOpen=false&estimationPriceIncluded=true
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03. HIGH DEMAND FOR BRAZILIAN BEEF LEAD THE PRICE TO INCREASE

Chart 9. The Wholesale Price of Brazilian Beef

03. High Demand for Brazilian Beef Lead The 
Price to Increase
In Chart 9, the wholesale price of Brazilian beef had a positive trend from July 
2022 and remained in high value at USD 7.28/kg in September 2022, a rise of 
4% MoM.

China is the main destination of Brazilian beef which accounts for 56% of total 
Brazilian beef exports. China’s high purchases of Brazilian beef led to a price 
increase. Brazil is able to provide large quantities of top-quality beef at a 
competitive price and continues to increase supply to the Asian markets. 
Brazilian beef export surpassed 1 million mt in the first seven months of 2022, 
an increase of 25.19% YoY. Given the usual increase in exports to China in the 
H2 of 2022, shipments will remain active in the upcoming months in order to 
increase inventories. It is recorded that Brazil exported 649,865 mt to China in 
the first seven months of 2022, a volume increase of 33% YoY.

https://www.tridge.com/prices/chart?from=2021-09-19&to=2022-09-19&period=m&currency=USD&unit=kg&annotations=insight%2Carticle&entries=40858482&isCustomTimeRangeOpen=false&isSaveModalOpen=false&isEntrySearchModalOpen=false&estimationPriceIncluded=true
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04. MARKET SITUATION ON CHINESE PORK

Chart 10.  Top Importers of Pork

Chart 11. Trade Flows of Chinese Pork Imports

04. Market Situation on Chinese Pork
China is the largest importer of pork buying  USD 6.5 billion worth of pork in 
2021. The biggest suppliers are Spain and Brazil. In 2022, it is anticipated that 
China will import less pork. High energy and transportation costs, together 
with rising global hog prices are predicted to make imported goods less 
competitive.

Also, Covid-19 testing, disinfection, and certification requirements are in place 
throughout China, which makes it harder for imported goods to get through 
customs and across provincial borders. It is reported that China decreased 
Brazilian pork imports to 202,055 mt in the first seven months of 2022, a 39% 
YoY decrease.

https://www.tridge.com/trades/data?code=020329&reporter=WL&partner=WL&flow=i&classification=HS2012
https://www.tridge.com/trades/data?code=020329&reporter=CN&partner=WL&flow=i&classification=HS2012
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04. MARKET SITUATION ON CHINESE PORK

Chart 12. The Wholesale Price of Chinese Pork

The wholesale price of pork in China In Chart 12. has seen an upward trend 
through September 2022 to USD 4.42/kg, a rise of 4% MoM. The recent 
increase owing to high demand in the holiday season and the high cost of 
feed. In addition, the Chinese government purchased pork for maintains a 
frozen “reserve” supply have also added upward pressure to pig and pork 
prices.

China’s economic slowdown and continued zero-tolerance COVID-19 policies 
are expected to weigh on consumption and have dramatically impacted the 
hotel, restaurant, and institutional (HRI) sectors.

Throughout 2022, catering, large conferences and events, trade shows, and 
other large gatherings have been heavily restricted and often canceled. 
Consumers are expected to remain sensitive to price increases for staple food 
products, including pork, in the coming months.

https://www.tridge.com/prices/chart?from=2022-01-19&to=2022-09-19&period=m&currency=USD&unit=kg&annotations=insight%2Carticle&entries=40902931&isCustomTimeRangeOpen=false&isSaveModalOpen=false&isEntrySearchModalOpen=false&estimationPriceIncluded=true
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05. PRODUCTION COSTS LEAD PRICE OF SPANISH LAMB TO INCREASE

05. Production Costs Lead Price of Spanish 
Lamb to Increase
Lamb prices in Spain had increased by 41% MoM to USD 15.41/kg in September 
2022. Spanish lamb producers are experiencing difficulties in coping with the 
effect of drought and soaring production costs. 

Lack of water has left the field without pasture or water. In August 2022, the 
cost of feed climbed by 40% to 50% YoY. Due to rising fuel and energy prices, 
it is impossible to produce lambs profitably at all without raising the cost of 
lamb meat. In September 2022, a confirmed outbreak of Sheep and Goat Pox 
on a sheep farm in Spain added to the rising pressure on lamb prices in Spain.

Chart 13. The Wholesale Price of Spanish Lamb

https://www.tridge.com/prices/chart?from=2020-09-19&to=2022-09-19&period=m&currency=USD&unit=kg&annotations=insight%2Carticle&entries=41295303&isCustomTimeRangeOpen=false&isSaveModalOpen=false&isEntrySearchModalOpen=false&estimationPriceIncluded=true
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CONCLUSION

Rising production costs such as animal feed and energy prices affected the 
poultry and livestock industry. Forage makeup 60% of the production of 
poultry. In addition, animal diseases such as avian flu, foot and mouth disease, 
and sheep and goat pox disrupted the production of livestock and poultry 
industry. Animal disease management is one of the initiatives to take into 
consideration in order to make poultry and livestock production sustainable 
and profitable. 

There’s uncertainty with the high inflation and is expected consumers to 
tighten their spending and seek alternative low-cost protein sources. Economic 
recovery is one of the bullish factors that will increase meat demand and 
consumption.

Tridge provides market movement news and in-depth analysis of 
the landscape and key drivers of price fluctuations to ensure a 
full understanding of what affects the market and why.

• Tridge Data Analysis provides a snapshot of the market and provides 
updates on major price trends, helping you understand the landscape.

• More international coverage not only for the producing markets but also 
for the key importing markets of the commodity 

• Real-time market-moving news of the industry including production 
updates, industry news, and trade news for local markets 

• Premium data plan enables you to analyze the historical datasets and 
access all available market data.

With a full package of datasets, you can analyze: 

• Price volatility comparison 

• YoY price analysis 

• Price and Trade: affecting each other and understanding key drivers of 
the notable market change

Further investigation using Tridge’s market intelligence could uncover possible 
drivers of market change. 

Discover our other intelligence services such as Data Analysis, Tridge Analysis, 
Tridge Reports, Market Guides, and any other White Paper topics to get more 
market updates/studies and a better understanding of agricultural products.

Conclusion

https://www.tridge.com/market-study/search?modelName=datainsight
https://www.tridge.com/market-update/search?modelName=story
https://www.tridge.com/market-study/search?modelName=marketreport
https://www.tridge.com/market-study/search?modelName=guide
https://www.tridge.com/white-papers


ABOUT TRIDGE
Tridge is a Global Trade Ecosystem in the food and agriculture industry that 
combines professional network and data intelligence and makes trustworthy 
and sustainable cross-border trades possible. We create and provide a very 
unique and powerful global-scale platform for buyers and suppliers to be 
connected and do business with each other more confidently and seamlessly.

Our mission is to become a go-to place for the ultimate sourcing solutions by 
creating a safe and reliable trade community. For Buyers, Tridge consistently 
provides extensive market trend data around the globe, creating opportunities 
in both untapped and existing markets and connecting them with credible 
suppliers. For Suppliers, we identify and develop sales opportunities from the 
regions they could not reach ever before. We combine state-of-the-art 
technology to make this happen. 

For more information visit:
tridge.com 
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